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Proposed Merger Process
• In March 2017, the first conversations about forming elite-level teams from the Stoddert, 

WSC, and CFC rosters were initiated.

• Stoddert declined to entertain such a concept.

• WSC & CFC continued to discuss a way forward, focusing on how to overcome the 
limitations of small clubs, with an eye to retaining DC-based talent in some form of 
combined operation to support that talent.

• In early 2018, discussions shifted to a merger as the mechanism to provide the 
infrastructure requisite to support and develop elite-level talent.



Background

• Both clubs operate on the east side of DC, in Wards 4, 5, and 6

• Prior to forming Capital FC in 2010, CFC teams played under WSC

• Many coaches have coached for, or played in, both clubs, including CFC’s Technical 

Director, Judah Cooks

• The merger is born out of long-standing relationships and trust between Osman “Ossie” 

Orlando – WSC’s Director of Coaching, Jim Ferguson – WSC’s President, and Judah

Cooks – CFC’s Technical Director.



Rationale
• US Youth Soccer has witnessed an explosion of leagues in a search for more 

competitiveness

• A significant response has been the consolidation of clubs in an effort to assemble talent

• City-based talent has been forced to go to the suburbs to find instruction and competitive 

advantage

• Both CFC and WSC share a vision of eliciting top talent from the City’s youth pool, 

preserving their ability to develop in a local and financial manageable means

• Both CFC and WSC suffer from being under-sized, and watching their talent feel as if 

they had to go outside the City to develop

• Both CFC and WSC recognize the benefits of combining player pools and coaching staffs



Logistics
• CFC currently trains at: (Trinidad Rec, Brentwood-Hamilton, and Rosedale Rec in NE) 

and (Marine Barracks, Randall Rec, and Watkins Rec in SE).

• Current CFC game fields include: Trinidad, Randall, Ridge Rd, Watkins, and Rosedale.

• Washington Capital FC will be working to secure other permits in NE, such as: Riggs Rd -
LaSalle, Shepherd Park, Fort Stevens, Park View, and Edgewood.

• Capital FC is a founding member of the Friends of Capitol Riverside Youth Sports Park,
and has been working with the DC government to plan and construct new soccer fields at 
the RFK north lots.  We anticipate those fields coming online in 2019.

• The new, combined, Washington Capital FC will operate across the NE of the City, in 
Wards 4, 5, and 6, recognizing the existent spread of players beyond the Capitol Hill 
base



Administrative and Costs
• For the Fall 2018 season, players in Washington Capital FC will utilize CFC’s League 

Apps online registration platform - first for tryouts, then for dues.

• Parents may choose a monthly credit card payment plan.  

• Incoming players from WSC will be assigned uniform numbers, and parents will need to 
purchase uniforms via an online portal. 

• Full year costs, currently ranging from $1,400 to $2,200, will remain unchanged



Club Administration

• The joint club will utilize CFC’s existing registration and administrative capabilities.

• Capital FC will cede (2) Board positions to incoming Board members of WSC.  This will 

include the Vice President and the Secretary positions.

• CFC’s current Treasurer (Andrew McGuire) and Comptroller (Bob Owens) will be 

stepping down.

• CFC’s current VP (Mike Marshall) and Secretary (Nyall Beggs) will remain on the Board, 

taking on new positions.



Coaching
• The joint club will incorporate WSC’s outstanding coaches, including:

• Ossie Orlando

• Keith Tucker Jr

• Joao Feite

• Ossie Orlando, WSC’s current Director of Coaching, will become the U12 and Under 

Director of Coaching for the new Club.



Team Selection
• ALL players from both CFC and WSC will go through a combined tryout process from 

May 7-12 with player offers typically being made within 7-10 days.

• Players will be grouped based on ability.

• We anticipate three (3) teams at all the younger levels (below 2003).

• The merged player pool should provide a top, elite-level, team, with the balance of the 

players improving the overall player quality of all teams.

• Players will have significant opportunities to guest play with higher teams, and rosters 

will be re-adjusted between Fall and Spring seasons to ensure players are at the 

correct level of play.



Next Steps
CapitalFC believes the merger will be a positive development for both clubs, and 
soccer in DC in general.

All players from both clubs are asked to register for tryouts as soon as possible at 
www.capitalfc.org.  This assists in our planning for tryout dates and for projecting out 
the number of teams that will be formed.

The highest caliber teams in the club will be placed in the Elite Development Program 
(EDP) league.  Teams will also be entered within NCSL and ODSL.  Teams that are 
outperforming those leagues will be moved into EDP the following season.

http://www.capitalfc.org

